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Abstract

A recent surge in the usage of instant messaging (IM) applications on mo-
bile devices has brought the energy efficiency of those applications into the
light. We are entering an era where IM applications are changing the mes-
sage communication on mobile devices, beginning to overtake SMS messages
and even phone calls in some cases. Smartphones experience a tremendous
increase of data transmissions through wireless interfaces. As illustrated in
this work, today’s IM applications differ vastly in energy consumption when
using the third generation (3G) cellular communication. This thesis focuses
on studying the 3G transmission energy footprint of IM applications at the
handset level. The energy cost of a common feature used in IM applications
that informs that the user is currently typing a response (‘typing notify’),
is evaluated. The feature is shown to incur a great increase in energy cost
compared to the base chat function, ranging from an increase of 43 % to
117 %. The work also proposes a bundle technique that aggregates chat
messages over time reducing the energy consumption at the cost of delay
for the user. The results show that the bundle technique can save up to
47 % in energy consumption while still keeping the chat function. For the
evaluation, conversations collected from a popular IM application are used.

iii
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This is a bachelor thesis written with the motivation that instant messaging
(IM) applications today provide more and more features and the applications
themselves are increasingly popular among mobile users. This creates a
need for addressing the phone battery issues that can arise when using such
applications over 3G.

The experiments to measure the energy footprint were facilitated with
the support by Ericsson AB, which is gratefully acknowledged.

1.1 Background and Motivation

A recent surge in the usage of instant messaging (IM) protocols on mobile
devices has brought the energy efficiency of those protocols into the light.
Smartphones have radically changed the way we communicate. Before them,
phone calls and SMS were the most common ways to communicate. Those
are still common activities today. However, with smartphones we see a more
continuous use of the phone’s wireless communication interfaces. The result
is a big energy consumption.

The energy consumption of the cellular interfaces is not proportional to
the amount of data sent. Even sporadic transmissions with small amounts of
data can consume vast amounts of energy using the third generation cellular
communication (3G). The data traffic increasingly originate from different
applications communicating independently of each other. This makes the
3G transmissions quickly drain the phone’s battery. IM applications tend
to suffer from this issue due to the nature of such applications: they make
small updates often.

The mechanisms employed by the network operator to control the com-
munication between the mobile device and the operator network has some
energy usage implications. They cause the network interface of the mobile
device to stay in a high power state a period after sending data.

Improving the energy consumption for IM applications could give the

1
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mobile device extra battery time. Alternatively, the extra battery capacity
saved could allow for extra features added into smartphones.

1.2 Problem Definition

The high energy consumption of the 3G interface in combination with the
increasing number of IM applications makes battery depletion an issue for
the users. An energy-efficient IM application needs to be aware of how often
it performs updates, how much data is sent and how big the packets are.

It is important to find a more efficient approach to IM applications on
smartphones. With lower energy footprint for IM applications, battery time
could be increased or extra features added. This thesis focuses on the trans-
mission energy consumption of IM applications.

First, the most popular IM applications are tested in order to see the
qualitative difference in their energy consumption. Applications commonly
employ ‘typing notify’, which informs the user of when another user is writ-
ing a message to it. To quantify the energy consumption of this feature, an
instance of it is implemented, systematically tested, and its energy footprint
is measured. Additionally, an attempt to reduce energy consumption by ag-
gregating messages will be performed. The idea is to reduce the frequency of
communication over 3G and therefore energy consumption. To evaluate the
work of this thesis, conversations collected from a popular IM application
are used.

1.3 Goals and methodology

To clarify the motivation, the qualitative difference between popular IM
applications in terms of data transmissions and energy consumption will be
studied. This gives valuable insight for the work in this thesis.

To achieve a platform for and perform systematic transmission energy
studies, the following subgoals were identified:

• Implement an Android application using the Message Queue Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) protocol. This protocol is developed for efficient
machine-to-machine communication based on the publish-subscribe
paradigm, which leads to a low energy footprint. This will serve as a
testing platform for evaluation phase. This is required to be able to
test with many different parameters and custom logic. Additionally,
the control enables scripted tests, making the measurements more ac-
curate and reliable. The typing notify and the bundle technique will
be implemented.

• Quantify the energy consumption of typing notify using the developed
application.
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• Quantify the energy consumption and message delay of the bundle
technique, using the developed application.

1.4 Limitations

• Only IM between two users will be considered. Group messaging would
bring a lot of extra complexity to the testing methods and the imple-
mentation of a prototype. Also, with group messaging you introduce
one more thing that can vary greatly in features between different
applications, which complicates testing.

• The CPU energy consumption is not considered, only the transmission
energy. The focus of this thesis is on communicating with the 3G
wireless interface and therefore not the computation energy footprint.

• Text messaging will be in focus for this thesis. Multimedia messaging
will not be considered and it is suitable for future work.

1.5 Previous Work

The energy consumption of 3G has been of particular interest recently. It
has been shown that it is a big concern and that the communication inter-
faces in a phone accounts for a large proportion of the phone’s total energy
consumption [9][6]. It has been shown that for small amounts of data, 3G
is more expensive than 2G [8].

Ling-San Meng et al.[7] show that reducing the amount of presence up-
dates of IM, allowing the 3G interface to be in sleep mode longer, can have
a big impact on energy usage. They employ a proxy server connected to the
different IM networks the user wants access to. The user then connects to
only the proxy server. Therefore the user’s mobile device only need to send
presence updates to the proxy instead of all the desired IM services. The
result is a reduction of presence updates and therefore a reduction of energy
consumption.

Asplund et al.[5] show that a vast amount of energy can be saved for
live multimedia streaming if using a buffering technique which means down-
loading large chunks of data in a burst instead of continuously downloading
data. Thus allowing the wireless interface to sleep until new data is needed.
The work is highly relevant to this thesis regarding the ‘sending messages in
a bundle’-technique. They also show that, for the network settings in their
testing environment, 2G is more power efficient than 3G for small amounts
of data, namely with data less than 200 kB in size. This is an important
takeaway when researching the energy consumption of instant IM applica-
tions, because the data there has the potential to be small in size.

Vergara and Nadjm-Tehrani [13] show that key parameters of the 3G
operator network can be inferred by running a set of algorithms on the
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handset. Further, they show how being aware of those parameters gives
an advantage in reducing energy consumption. Finally, they propose an
algorithm for aggregating network packets and sending them in an energy-
efficient pattern, utilizing the 3G network parameters gathered.

1.6 Structure of the report

The structure is as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the background needed to
understand the results of the thesis. In chapter 3 the energy consumption
of popular existing IM applications is measured. In chapter 4 an implemen-
tation of an instant messaging application in Android is developed and two
main configurable features are implemented. In chapter 5 the implemen-
tation is evaluated by testing the application with four different series of
messages as test cases. To find suitable series of messages for testing, log
data from the Whatsapp application which was analysed earlier, is used.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces the needed background to understand the design
of the IM application and the results of the thesis. The chapter introduces
a background for energy consumption of 3G at the handset level. It also
presents the energy simulation tool used during the evaluation. Addition-
ally, the IM protocol that is used for developing the IM application in this
thesis is introduced. Then, the structure of the Android operating system
is explained.

2.1 3G Energy consumption

The 3G wireless interface of a handset consumes a great amount of energy
having a big impact on battery depletion. Even if only transmitting small
amounts of data, there is a big energy cost to keep the wireless interface
active. The following information is based on the background section in the
paper by Vergara et al. [13].

The third generation of mobile networks (3G) is a overall name of dif-
ferent network telecommunication systems. The Universal Mobile Telecom-
munication System (UMTS) is such a system. The Radio Network Con-
troller (RNC) is central to the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
(UTRAN). The RNC is responsible for managing the radio resources on
a base transceiver station. Such a base station is what the user handset
or user equipment (UE) connects to over the air, through a physical radio
channel. The energy consumption of the wireless interface in the UE is
influenced by the Radio Resource Control (RRC) and Radio Link Control
(RLC) protocols. These protocols determine different power states for the
UE.

5
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the different 3G states [5].

Figure 2.1 shows the different states of the UE, as defined by the RRC
protocol. The farther to the right the better data rates and response times
are. Better performance comes with a trade-off for energy consumption.
These states are central to the energy consumption of the UE. The Dedicated
(CELL DCH) state allows for very fast data transfer while at the same
time consuming large amounts of energy. A dedicated psysical channel is
allocated, for both uplink and downlink, for the communication between
the UE and terminal. Denoted in the figure as Shared, The Forward Access
Channel (CELL FACH) provides slower data rates in smaller packets while
keeping a lower energy usage. It uses a shared physical channel for the
uplink communication and is continuously monitoring the downlink. In
both CELL FACH and CELL DCH the UE is constantly connected to the
RRC.

The Idle state is an unconnected state used while there is no network ac-
tivity. Not being connected, it cannot transfer data but is still able to check
for downlink packets waiting to be transferred. The Standard (URA PCH)
state is similar to Idle but here the UE has a connection to the RNC while
still maintaining low energy usage. It is optional for the operator to imple-
ment, and not all of them do. The acronym is short for UTRAN Registration
Area Paging Channel and can be seen as an efficient idle state. It is not
capable of transferring data. From now on the states are referred to as DCH,
FACH, PCH and Idle. The distinction of PCH and Idle is not of great im-
portance in this thesis and will later be grouped and named as simply idle,
because it is an intuitive name describing their function.

The arrows in Figure 2.1 shows the possible state transitions on the
UE. The state is determined by the RNC which uses both inactivity timers
and data traffic volume to control state transfers. T1-T3 denote inactivity
timeout values, these are statically set. After Tx with no or little traffic the
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UE will, dictated by the RNC, transfer to a less energy consuming state.
The traffic volume is a determinant for RRC state transfers. The RLC

data buffer is used to trigger state changes. Uplink and downlink traffic are
separated, and can each trigger state changes. The UE reports its traffic
volume based on its data buffers, to the RNC. The state changes from
data traffic is based on certain statically set thresholds for the data buffers.
When a threshold is reached, a state change is triggered. The thresholds are
different depending on the current RRC state. The data buffers are cleared
as soon as the data is transmitted.

2.1.1 EnergyBox

EnergyBox is a tool that provides accurate simulations of the UE energy
consumption of 3G and WiFi [12]. This section will concern only 3G. The
tool works by simulating the RRC state machine given a packet trace as
input. A packet trace is a recording of network packets, saved in a file with
the .pcap extension. The process of recording a packet trace is called packet
capture. EnergyBox can achieve an accuracy of 98% compared to the real
physically measured energy consumption for 3G. To achieve this accuracy,
EnergyBox needs a set of statically configured parameters that describes
the operator network and the UE to be simulated: It needs static power
levels for the different RRC states in the UE. It will also need the state
inactivity timer values and transition delays between states. The RLC data
buffer thresholds are also needed, and values describing the data rate on the
network.

These parameters are then input into the RRC states simulation logic.
From the packet trace, the 3G states are computed over time, and output
to the user. EnergyBox also gives the total consumed energy for 3G and
produces multiple convenient charts displaying downlink/uplink data and
state transitions.

In this thesis, EnergyBox will be used to analyze real packet traces cap-
tured in an Android handset. It will serve as the tool that calculates the
results from the measurements of different Android applications.

2.2 MQTT

MQTT is a machine-to-machine messaging protocol designed to be ex-
tremely lightweight. It achieves this by having a very small data overhead
due to its small fixed header of 2 bytes. Although some commands use a vari-
able header for extra information. MQTT is data agnostic which makes it
general purpose. The protocol implements the publish-subscribe paradigm.
The paradigm is a pattern for sending and receiving messages without the
receiver and sender knowing about each other. Publishers send messages to
arbitrary virtual categories. Subscribers will have to subscribe to a specific
category to receive messages published to it.
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There is no direct communication between receiver and sender. In MQTT,
a mediating server called a broker performs the handling of messages. En-
tities connected to that broker are called MQTT clients or simply clients.
A client that wants to send a message is called (by the publish-subscribe
paradigm) a publisher. In MQTT, a publisher can send a message to a
specific arbitrary category called a topic. It has no way of knowing who
will receive the message, just that it is published to a specific topic name.
A subscriber is any client that is interested in a particular topic; and who
then subscribes to that topic by registering this at the broker. This informs
the broker that the client is to receive any message published to that topic.
A publisher can also be a subscriber and vice versa. Many clients can sub-
scribe to a single topic. This effectively creates a one-to-many relationship
when a message is published to that topic.

MQTT contains three different levels (0, 1 and 2) of Quality of Service
(QoS). Level 2 guarantees ‘exactly once’ delivery and accomplishes this by
using acknowledgment packets. Level 1 guarantees ‘at least once’ by using
the same instrument. Those two levels are very convenient for networks with
no underlying protocol guaranteeing data integrity. But for this thesis, the
underlying protocol is TCP which provides the needed reliability. Therefore,
MQTT QoS level 0 will be used; it provides no QoS mechanisms and relies
on the underlying protocols.

Due to the low message overhead involved in the MQTT protocol, this
protocol will be the IM protocol used in the implementation of the Android
application in this thesis.

2.3 Android

Android is one of the biggest smartphone operating systems today. It is an
open source project with the Java programming language as a key element
in the application architecture. According to Google, over a million new
Android devices are activated each and every day. The operating system
(OS) is not limited to mobile phones, it stretches to tablet computers and
other devices.
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Applications

Application Framework

Libraries Android Runtime

Linux Kernel

Figure 2.2: Android architecture overview.

In Figure 2.2 an overview of the Android operating system structure is
shown. At the bottom of the architecture is the Linux kernel. It is the base
system that Android is built upon. It hosts drivers for the hardware of an
Android capable device, for example WiFi and display drivers.

On top of that is the Libraries, containing key libraries for Android
and Android applications to use. Notable libraries are the database library
SQLite, the graphics library OpenGL and the web browser engine WebKit.
Next to Libraries is the Android Runtime. It contains core libraries that
covers most of the functionality of the core libraries in the Java programming
language. The runtime also contains the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM).
It hosts the virtual environment that each Android applications runs inside.
Each Android application runs in its own process and DVM, this can provide
security benefits.

Next is the Application Framework. It provides a wide array of func-
tionality which it exposes through an interface to the Android application
developers. Through this interface developers can utilize functionality from
lower level libraries e.g. SQLite and WebKit that were mentioned earlier.
Applications are the area where user provided Android applications live.
They are written in Java using the Android SDK. The SDK provides tools
to develop, compile and package the code to be run on an Android device
and in the DVM. For the purposes of this thesis, an Android application is
developed which will reside in the Applications area. It will be developed
using Java and the Android SDK. The 3G interface will be accessed through
the Application Framework.
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Chapter 3

Energy consumption of IM
applications

In this chapter the energy consumption of different IM applications is mea-
sured and compared. It serves to provide a good understanding of the state
of some of the most popular IM applications in the Android market.

First the methodology is introduced. The tests will be carried out by
capturing packet traces with a handset. Then the trace is input into Ener-
gyBox for it to determine the energy consumption of the test.

This chapter describes the process and the results of performing such
measurements.

3.1 Methodology

To test the different applications a predefined conversation is used. A con-
versation is a series of messages with timestamps and message length or the
actual message text. Additionally, each message in the series has a user
name or id. The conversation is to be typed with two handsets representing
each user in the conversation. To capture the network traffic generated when
performing the test, packet capturing is used. The packets transferred are
recorded and are then input into EnergyBox, which calculates the energy
consumption of the 3G wireless interface from the packet trace. The conver-
sation for the test is typed in manually in the applications under test. This
is because the applications are black boxes: their code is not available and
it is not trivial to set up scripts to automate the test process. Therefore,
manual typing is used. Only 1 handset is connected to 3G and is subject
to packet capture from which the results will be calculated from. The other
handset is using WiFi, not connected to 3G and not using packet capture.
The handset on 3G is a Sony Xperia Arc S, and the handset on WiFi is
a Samsung Galaxy S II. For two of the applications under test (Messenger

10
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and Skype), a PC software version is used instead of the handset on Wifi.
This allowed for less typing mistakes during testing, reducing the number
of retries needed.

The tests were performed stationary in the Real Time Systems lab at
Linköping University using the Telia Sonera 3G network.

3.1.1 Short conversation

A short predefined conversation between two persons is used for testing the
different applications. The conversation is tuned so the author could reliably
type it into the Android handsets that were used for testing.

The conversation is from now on called ’Short conversation’ and is stated
below. The format is: time stamp (minutes:seconds), user, message. The
timestamps dictate when the messages shall be sent from the handset.

0:00 user1: Hello

0:15 user2: Hi!

0:32 user1: How are you?

1:01 user2: I am great, thank you!

1:14 user2: You?

1:33 user1: I’m good thanks.

1:48 user1: Bye

1:56 user2: Bye

3.1.2 Applications under test

Some of the most popular Instant Messaging (IM) applications on the Google
Play store were chosen.

Since the applications that will be under test are obtained from the
Google Play store, the source is not available. Therefore the applications
has to be seen as black boxes, making it difficult to script the tests. Because
of this limitation, manual typing was used.

Name: Kik Messenger Skype Talk Viber Whatsapp
Ver.: 5.5.4 2.0.4-release 2.9.0.315 1.3 2.2.3.109 2.8.5732
Notify: Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

The application denoted as ‘Messenger’ is Facebook Messenger. The
applications use the feature ’Typing notify’. That means that whenever a
user is typing a message to a receiver (friend etc.) the receiver will see that
the user is typing a message.
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APPLICATIONS

3.1.3 Packet capture

Packet capture was used on 1 of the handsets: the Arc S, the one on 3G.
To capture packets the Shark Android application was used. Each applica-
tion gets tested 5 times with the short conversation stated in section 3.1.1.
Before every test the handset is rebooted. Then the correct application is
allowed in DroidWall. The application under test is opened and the receiv-
ing user (Galaxy S II or PC) is chosen from the contact list, the point is
to set everything up before starting to record network traffic. When the
application is ready to chat, it is switched out of. The procedure is then to
wait for approximately 1 minute and then the Shark application is started
and the recording of a packet trace is started. Immediately after that, the
messaging application under test is switched to and the test then will be
performed according to the timestamps in the conversation.

The software DroidWall was used to allow only the application under
test to communicate on the 3G-interface. Additionally Google services was
also allowed through because the application might utilise that. The Google
Cloud Messaging Service (GCM) is an important infrastructure that the ap-
plications can use to reduce energy consumption and receive updates without
themselves having to keep a constant connection alive. Since the applica-
tions might use GCM, Google services is not blocked. One limitation of the
test methodology is that there is a possibility that even if the applications
were blocked in the firewall, they could still receive messages from GCM.
That fact might have had an impact on the test results since when 1 appli-
cation was tested, the others were just blocked in the firewall but allowed
to run. They potentially receive messages from GCM but not make any
contact themselves. And with the combination that the test accounts for
the IM applications had empty contact lists (except the one contact used
for tests), there is less chance for significant GCM communication.

3.1.4 Energy simulation

EnergyBox needs several input parameters to perform its work. The power
levels of the different RRC states in the handset can differ between different
carriers[11] and types of handset[10]. The power values used for EnergyBox
in this thesis are: DCH: 0.612 W, FACH: 0.416 W (similar to [11]). For PCH,
0 W is used. For the motives of this thesis it is not of great interest to have
the idle consumption impact the results (and that is why 0 is used for PCH).
This is because in the second test phase where the Android application
implemented is tested, tests can take different lengths of time. Then it is
not of interest to have the impact of idle skewing the results. Because the
handset will be in idle mode regardless of how long the test is. To make
the second test phase comparable with the first one (testing of popular IM
applications), 0 for PCH is used here.

The values in the remainder of this section are the values from the paper
on EnergyBox [12]. The EnergyBox RLC buffer thresholds are to let data
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size trigger state transitions. The values used are:

State transition: Downlink size (bytes) Uplink size (bytes)
PCH-DCH: 515 850-1000
FACH-DCH: 515 294
PCH-FACH: Always triggered

Transitioning between different states is not instant and requires some
time. The delays for state transitions are as follows:

State transition: Transition delay (ms)
PCH-DCH: 1700
FACH-DCH: 650
PCH-FACH: 435

The timer values denote the time with no or little data traffic that is
needed to trigger a state regression. The timer values are:

State inactivity timer: Timer value (ms)
DCH-FACH (T1): 4100
FACH-PCH (T2): 5671

As explained in the EnergyBox paper [12], two variables are used to
determine the data rate i.e the time it takes to clear the data buffers: x1=1.2;
x2=10.

With all these parameters, EnergyBox is able to calculate the 3G energy
consumption and simulate the RRC states for the packet traces.

3.2 Results

The energy consumption of the different applications is tested. Figure 3.1
shows the mean energy consumption for the different applications and the
standard deviation. The mean is calculated form 5 runs of the experiment.
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Figure 3.1: Mean energy consumption (with standard deviation) for per-
forming Short conversation test.

Figure 3.1 shows a big diversity in energy consumption. A big difference
exists between the least energy consuming application Google Talk, and
Messenger and Kik. This big gap shows that some applications have a big
room for improvement. Since the applications do not allow introspection
due to closed source and encryption, it is hard to perform a deep analysis.
It is surprising that the Messenger application is not more energy-efficient
when it uses the low-overhead protocol MQTT[14]. Messenger uses 153 %
more energy than Talk does.
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Figure 3.2: Time spent by the mobile device in the different RRC states.
The test run with the median energy consumption was chosen for each ap-
plication.

Figure 3.2 shows which state the 3G interface is in during the short
conversation test case for the different applications. What is desired is to
maximize the time in PCH and minimize DCH and FACH in that order.
Big packets or sending many packets in a short period of time causes the
applications to enter the expensive DCH state. Focusing on the WhatsApp
application: It does not enter DCH but instead spends most of its time
in FACH. That indicates that it does keep the 3G radio active by regu-
larly sending packets, but those packets are not big enough to cause a state
transfer nor are they fired in bursts dense enough to motivate a transfer to
DCH. Whatsapp constantly sends small updates, this can be information
informing the recipient that the user is writing or it can be other presence
updates. In contrast, Google Talk manages to keep the 3G interface in PCH
about 45% of the time, this will still providing some presence updates on
whether the other user is typing or not. Kik and Messenger were the most
energy consuming applications, and Figure 3.2 reflects that showing how
they persist in the DCH state for the vast majority of the time. A solution
for this would be to send/receive packets more seldom and keep the data
size of those packets down. A visualisation of the states over time can be
seen in appendix A.
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Figure 3.3: Total data transferred for a single test run with the short con-
versation. On top of each bar is the transferred data in kilobytes.

Figure 3.3 shows the total data transferred in the short conversation
test. It is generated from a single test run; the run with the median energy
consumption was used. The total data transferred in kilobytes is shown in
each bar. There is a big difference in the total amount of transferred data.
Although Kik and Messenger have approximately the same energy consump-
tion (Figure 3.1), in Figure 3.3 it is apparent that they differ vastly in total
data transferred. That confirms the fact of the energy characteristics of 3G,
i.e., it is the mere base consumption in a 3G state that mainly consumes
energy, not the actual transfer of data itself. The total data transferred is
not proportional to energy consumption.
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Figure 3.4: Cumulative distribution function of message size for Short con-
versation test. From a single test run.

Also reflecting data size, Figure 3.3 uses the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) to show the packet size distribution for the short conversation
test. It is generated from a single test run: the test run that had the me-
dian energy consumption. Even though Whatsapp uses very small packets,
it did not exceed in power consumption efficiency, not the way Google Talk
did. While Google Talk has mostly very small packets, it diverges somewhat
from Whatsapp by having approximately 20% of its packets in the 300 plus
range. The Messenger results have to be seen as an extreme case in the
tests, with about 10% of its packets close to 1500 bytes in size.

3.3 Observations

It is evident that the energy consumption of today’s most popular IM appli-
cations does indeed vary greatly. This is troublesome because it can imply
that many of the applications are poorly optimised in the energy consump-
tion aspect. For example, in this particular test, Kik needs more than double
the energy consumption of Talk to perform the task. This test does not cover
all cases, but it does show that there is a lot of room for improvement.
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Design and
implementation of the IM
application

To perform measurements of the typing notify feature and the bundle tech-
nique, an Android application is needed. This is required to be able to test
with many different parameters and custom logic. Additionally, the control
enables scripted tests, making the measurements more accurate and reliable.
This chapter serves to describe the implementation of an IM application de-
signed to perform those measurements.

The application’s main function will be to provide chat functionality
between two handsets by utilizing the MQTT protocol and connecting to a
publicly available broker. Additionally it needs to be capable of the typing
notify feature and the bundle technique.

4.1 Architecture

The base architecture is a client and server (broker) architecture using the
MQTT protocol. Two clients talking with each other will have a mediating
server between them. The server is a MQTT broker that keeps track of
subscriptions to different topics. Figure 4.1 shows the network structure of
the application.

18
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of the implementation.

As for the MQTT broker, a public server is used. Both the notify feature
and the bundle technique are completely client based and no modification
at the server level is needed. Therefore, a public broker is sufficient for
this application. A drawback of using a public broker is less control over
other potential users that utilise that broker too, potentially impacting its
response times. But the advantage of an easily ready to go available server
is a great one. The Mosquitto open source project provide a public broker
named test.mosquitto.org. The developed application in this thesis uses that
server.

Recalling that MQTT is a publish-subscribe protocol, the clients have
to use this mechanism for communicating (chatting) with each other. To
establish a connection, each client subscribes to its own nickname. When-
ever a client wants to send a instant message to another client, it simply
publishes a message to the topic name as the nickname of the recipient.
The implementation in this thesis is very primitive in the aspect that no
structures for authentication, encryption or contact lists are implemented.
Instead, its sole purpose is to be able to perform automated tests of 1-to-1
IM messaging. For future implementations, this architecture could be tai-
lored for group chat. The MQTT protocol is very suitable for one-to-many
messages.
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4.2 Typing notify

Typing notify, here from referred to as simply notify, is the mechanism of
notifying the user of when the other user is typing. For instance, if user 1
starts to type, user 2 will immediately see this and can expect a message
to arrive soon. This creates a notion of presence and interactivity in the
conversation. By informing the users of whether the other user is typing or
not, they can better decide if they should remain in the IM application, or
if they can shift their focus to something else. This is a common feature in
IM applications, and it is emulated in this thesis.

The notify updates are triggered when a button is pressed on the handset
while the focus of the graphical user interface is in the input text field. Then,
whenever the user types a character the applications react to the event. It is
up to the implementation to decide how often these events should result in a
network packet being sent, notifying the other user of the typing event. To
send a notify packet over the network each time the user types a character
would have disastrous effects on energy consumption, and maybe in the long
run even on the users’ data quota for their carrier subscription. Therefore,
the implementation of the notify feature needs to balance this and limit the
frequency of notify packets being sent.

Figure 4.2: Flowchart for the notify feature implementation.

Figure 4.2 shows the operation of the implemented typing notify feature.
When the user is writing a chat message it will trigger the ‘Text input area
changed’ event. This will start the logic of the notify feature. Next, it
checks if there is already a notify timer running. If there is not, “Send
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notify message” is performed. A message is sent over the network informing
the recipient that the user is writing a message. Immediately after that,
the ‘Start notify timer’ is performed. The notify timer is a countdown clock
with a statically configured value in seconds. This mechanism restricts the
rate of notify messages and prevents a flood of unnecessary notify messages
to be pushed over the network. If the answer to “Notify timer running?” in
the figure is ‘Yes’, then nothing will happen and the algorithm ends due to
the flood protection.

For example, if the notify timer is 5 seconds and a user starts to write a
message. The “Text input area changed” will trigger and a notify message
will be sent, and the notify timer is started. Now, no more notify messages
can be sent before the notify timer of 5 seconds expires.

4.3 Bundle technique

Sending messages in a bundle means that two or more messages are grouped
together and sent together, ideally in the same packet. This introduces a
few potential benefits:

• Less overhead of TCP, IP procotols: TCP/IP headers are included
in every packet. If a number of messages are sent separately each
packet needs these headers of static size. The IPv4 protocol has a
minimum header size of 20 bytes [3], and that is also the size for the
TCP protocol headers [4]. The bundle technique allows aggregating
the messages, and placing them in a single packet reducing the amount
of overhead.

• Less frequent use of 3G connection: Packing messages together and
then transferring these bundles more seldom will let the 3G interface
go into idle mode more often, enabling a lower energy consumption.
The gain depends on the the network timers and how many messages
that can be aggregated into the same packet. This potential benefit is
the main focus in this thesis.

• Opportunity for better compression: Compression techniques com-
monly works by finding recurring patterns in the data to be com-
pressed. The more data that is packed into a single packet, the bigger
is the opportunity to find recurring patterns resulting in a better com-
pression result. This benefit is not a focus of this thesis.

Although the benefits of the technique are convincing, the negative ef-
fects can not be ignored. The technique imposes a burden on user experience
due of the delays that occur when you hold messages back, waiting for more
messages in order to bundle them together.
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart for the bundle feature implementation.

Figure 4.3 shows the flowchart of the algorithm. The algorithm is event
based and is therefore split into three inputs that trigger different func-
tions. The main idea is that when a user performs “Send button pressed”
the message is not actually sent over the network right away. Instead, a
bundle timer is started (or stopped and restarted if it is already running).
Immediately after that the message is put in a queue with messages waiting
to be pushed over the network. The bundle timer is a statically configured
countdown clock. When it expires, the “Bundle timer expired” event is trig-
gered. This will flush the message queue and all (if any) the messages in the
queue will be sent over the network simultaneously. If the user performed
‘Text input area changed’ (e.g. when writing a chat message), the bundle
timer is restarted each time the user changes the text. This prevents the
message queue from being flushed as long as the user is typing. But as soon
as the user stops writing and let the bundle timer expire, the message queue
pending to be sent will be sent of the network.

Why this way of implementing the technique is chosen is because it allows
for a short bundle timer. This decreases the delay for single messages. An
alternative implementation would be to have only ‘Send message’ trigger a
bundle timer reset. This would mean that writing characters does not keep
the bundle queue in the handset. Therefore, a long timer would be needed
to put even two messages in a bundle. Instead, the chosen approach is more
flexible and enables several messages to be put into the same bundle, while
still keeping the bundle timer value short.
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4.4 Implementation in Android

The core of the implementation is the MQTT structure, providing the com-
munication with the server. The client part of the MQTT communication
is handled by the open source MQTT library hosted by the Eclipse Paho
project[2]. They provide a MQTT client library written in Java. The library
works in Android without any modification.

Figure 4.4: Conceptual structure of the Android application.

Figure 4.4 shows the conceptual structure of the implementation (vertical
order is irrelevant). To the right and outside of the application is the MQTT
broker. The Android application is written using two main components: 1
Activity and 1 Service. An Android Activity provides the graphical user
interface. In this case it contains a primitive user interface for chat, plus
controls for starting automated tests and controlling the server connection.

The Android Service is a construct suitable for running background ser-
vices that persist even though the user interface (Activity) is closed. Creat-
ing a Service does not automatically create a separate thread for the Service
though. If you create your Service from your Activity, the Service will run
in the same thread by default.

A Service is created to host the MQTT client connection for this imple-
mentation. The MQTT connection is in the figure illustratively connected to
the public MQTT server used. Conveniently, the MQTT client library used
creates the threads it needs by itself. MQTT can be configured with a keep
alive timer, dictating how often keep alive messages should be sent. This
timer is set to 0 for the tests therefore relying on the underlaying protocol
(TCP) for keep alive.

The test automation needed for the evaluation is present in the Activity
part of the application. The automation logic needs direct access to the user
interface so it can control the user interface components. It uses approxi-
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mately the same means for interacting with the application as a human user
would; it simulates the writing of messages.

Also present in the Activity is the logic for the notify feature and the
bundle technique. They reside here because they need to react directly to
user interface events.

4.4.1 Notify

The notify feature described in section 4.2 is implemented mainly with the
Android class ‘Async Task’[1]. The class is a help class that provides an easy
way to start a background task from the user interface thread. The Async
Task automatically starts a new thread and performs the work given to it.
Then it delivers the result to a function running in the user interface thread.
This makes it easy to update the user interface with the result yielded from
the background task.

When the user pushes a button, changing the chat input area in some
way, the notify logic runs: If there is not an notify Async Task already
running, the MQTT client library is ordered to send a ‘Notify’-message
over the network. Then an notify Async Task is created, it will create a
background-thread to perform its work. Its work in this implementation is
to sleep for the duration of the notify-timer. When the user pushes a button
again, it is checked whether the notify Async Task is running. No action is
required when the timer is running. If the notify Async Task is not running,
then the process is started all over again: sending a notify packet and then
starting a new notify Async Task to keep count of the notify timer.

The content of a ‘Notify’-message sent over the network is just the phrase
‘#ty” telling the receiving client it is a special notify packet. The receiving
client will react to it by displaying a ‘User is typing’ message on the screen.

4.4.2 Bundle

The bundle technique implementation is done in a similar way to the notify
feature. It also uses The Async Task helper class to run timers. The dif-
ferentiating flow is that when the user pushes a button while have the chat
input field focused, if the Bundle timer already is running, it is cancelled,
reset and started again. When the bundle timer (Async Task) runs out, the
messages held in the queue (Figure 4.4) are sent concatenated in one big
message delivered to the MQTT client part running in a Service.
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Evaluation

This chapter describes the evaluation of the implemented IM application. It
first compares the energy consumption of the implementation to the applica-
tions tested in section 3.2. This is to understand the minimum transmission
cost for the base chat function of the implemented IM application. Then,
the energy consumption of the notify feature and the bundle technique is
measured.

The overall evaluation process for the tests is explained in the Method-
ology, section 5.1. The message exchange data collected from a popular
existing IM application is briefly analysed. From this data, a set of test con-
versations are picked to be used for evaluating the IM application developed
in this thesis. Following that, the specifics for the test setup is described.
The results are presented and discussed in section 5.1.

5.1 Methodology

For this test phase, scripted tests are used. A predefined set of conversa-
tions is automatically replayed using the IM application developed. Two
handsets perform a test conversation together in an automated way. For
each discrete test case a number of test runs is performed. First, the base
energy consumption for the different test conversations is tested. It is used
as a baseline to calculate the energy savings. Then the energy consumption
of the notify feature and the bundle technique are measured.

The 2 programmed handsets have two different techniques for performing
automatic writing of the test conversations:

Exact timestamp: This is used for testing the notify feature. The au-
tomation uses exact timestamps meaning that it sends the messages exactly
at the timestamp stated in the conversation, regardless of what the recipient
is doing. Since the notify feature does not skew message timings, this is the
preferred method of testing it.

25
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Reactive timestamp: This is used is used for testing the bundle fea-
ture. The handsets stay in sync and will not send messages if the conversa-
tion is not perfectly replayed. The handsets will wait for each other in order
to guarantee that all the messages are replayed in perfect order. This is
needed because the bundle technique induces delays which would make the
conversation to be replayed out-of-order if exact timings were used. There-
fore it is important that the handsets react to each other to keep correct
messaging order.

The writing speed of the automation is simulated. For each message, the
characters of the message are written using a typing speed. The value was
experimentally obtained by measuring the time it took for 6 different people
to write 1 SMS (160 characters). The message had to be something that the
test subject knew to prevent them from stopping and thinking, otherwise it
would not be a good measurement of pure typing speed. The ‘thinking time’
is already included in the Whatsapp logs by looking at the time gap between
the messages. With this automation, the messages in the test conversations
will still be sent at their stated timestamp. The typing automation logic will
start writing the message before that, to have the message sent at its stated
timestamp. It uses the writing speed and the message length to calculate
when the message will start to be typed.

To gather results from the test automation, the network packets are cap-
tured using the “Shark’ Android application. Before starting the automated
tests, the Shark application starts to record network traffic, producing a
packet trace. After completing the tests the packet traces are then input
into the EnergyBox tool. It will output the 3G energy consumption and
show the time spent in the different RRC states. This data is then used to
evaluate the the notify feature and the bundle technique.

5.1.1 Analysis of Whatsapp log data

The data set consisted of 3726 Whatsapp messages from 1-to-1 conversations
written by 17 users in 15 conversations. User name and the actual message
text had been obfuscated for privacy reasons. Each message in the dataset is
composed of the timestamp (in unix time), the message length (characters)
and a generated user number. The user number was 1 or 0 making it possible
to divide the messages between two different users.

The data was visualised in time and analysed by the author. Two pat-
terns emerged as the most prominent. One pattern was dense conversations
which contained many messages in a short period of time, i.e., a high in-
tensity conversation. A contrasting pattern was the sparse pattern. This
pattern consists of messages sparsely laid out in time, making the conver-
sations much more slow moving. These two patterns, dense and sparse, are
used as test cases for testing the implemented application. More information
on the specific conversations chosen follows in section 5.1.2.

In Figure 5.1 the inter-message time distribution of the Whatsapp data
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is shown. On the y-axis is the empirical CDF, and on the x-axis is the inter-
message time. The inter-message time is calculated from the timestamps
of adjoining messages in the Whatsapp data set. Only messages with an
inter-message time less than 180 seconds are accounted for in the chart.
The messages not present in the chart account for 23.8 % of the data. The
left out data is a long ‘tail’ with very high inter-message time values. Such
large values would make this chart hard to read, therefore, they are left out.
The distribution curve denoted as “Second msg. in a row’ is a subset of
all of the messages. It contains only messages that is the second message
from the same user in a row. Approximately 56 % of the messages in the
Whatsapp logs are of messages written by the same user as in the previous
message. This can prove advantageous to the bundle technique later. This
is messages that can potentially be used by the bundle technique to save
energy.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of inter-message time of the Whatsapp dataset. On
the y-axis is the cumulative distribution function. Inter-messages times over
180 seconds are not shown (accounts for 23.8 %).

It is apparent that the ‘Second’ messages have significantly shorter inter-
message time than all the messages. As much as 80 % have a inter-message
time of 20 seconds or less. This is beneficial to the bundle technique since
it relies upon the temporal proximity of the messages. If messages have
less than the bundle timer value between them, they are put in a bundle.
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But it is not enough to look at the inter-message time alone to determine if
two messages will be put in a bundle together. The implementation of the
technique is this thesis refreshes the bundle timer every time a character is
typed. Therefore, the timestamp of two messages does not need to be shorter
than the bundle timer. Instead, it is enough that the second message is
starting to be typed less than the bundle timer value, after the first message
is sent.

The message length distribution is also interesting to look at. In Fig-
ure 5.2 the distribution of message lengths in the Whatsapp data set is
shown. On the y-axis is the empirical CDF and on the x-axis is the message
length. It is evident that most of the messages are in fact pretty short ones.
Small message length dominates the communication which makes it ineffi-
cient to send each message in a separate TCP/IP packet. The headers of
TCP+IP is at least 40 bytes which can be more than the size of the message
itself.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of message length of the Whatsapp dataset.

The statistics of the Whatsapp data set has given valuable insight. This
is used in section 5.1.2 to choose a set of conversations to use for the evalu-
ation of the work in this thesis.
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5.1.2 Test conversations

Four different test conversations were chosen for the tests: 2 picked from
the Whatsapp data set, and 1 generated from it. Additionally the short
conversation test is used again here for comparison with the test of the
popular IM applications. Two test conversations called ‘Log dense’ and
‘Log sparse’ were hand picked from the Whatsapp data set by the author;
they were chosen as representative traces to show the difference of inter-
message time. Below follows a description of the different test conversations
chosen.

Figure 5.3 shows the conversations used for the tests, plotted over time.
The y-axis denotes the message length of each message. Additionally, the
squares are coloured in either blue or red to show the two different users.
The red dots represent the handset on 3G that is performing the packet
capture. The dotted interconnecting line is added to increase readability
of the figure. The conversations do not start at 0 because of how the test
automation logic works, it needs to start typing before the timestamps in
order to have the message ready in time.

Figure 5.3: The conversations used for performing tests. Red and blue
squares denote different users.

Log dense

This test case is very dense the sense of a high message rate. It is a fragment
taken directly from the Whatsapp logs to represent the dense conversation
pattern found by looking at the Whatsapp data. The length of this conver-
sation is 169 seconds and contains 15 messages.
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Log sparse

This is also a fragment from the Whatsapp logs but represents quite the
opposite of the dense test case, namely a sparse one. Here the messages are
far apart in time and also slightly longer. The length of the conversation is
230 seconds and contains 11 messages.

Generated

This test conversation is generated by randomly picking messages from the
Whatsapp data set. It serves as a complement to the Log dense and sparse
test cases, helping to better cover the message patterns in the logs. Mes-
sages are picked until the total conversation length reaches 3 minutes. Only
messages that have under 30 seconds difference from the previous message
in the logs are picked. That is to make the test time efficient, and also it is
interesting to see how the bundle feature delivers with a high intensity (mes-
sage rate) conversation as test case. Another restriction is that if a message
(in the Whatsapp logs) written by user 1 precedes a message also written by
user 1, that has to also be the case in the generated conversation. The same
rule stands for when a message written by user 1 preceeds a message written
by user 2, then that also has to be the case in the generated conversation.
This is to imitate the Whatsapp logs, because they are collected from real
users, not simulated. Keeping the relations that exist in the Whatsapp logs
in the generated conversation helps to avoid potential unrealistic sequences.
The length of this conversation is 181 seconds and contains 19 messages.

Short conversation

This is the same conversation used for testing the different IM applications
in section 3.1.1. The length of this conversation is 121 seconds and contains
8 messages.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of inter message time in the four test cases.

Figure 5.4 shows the inter-message time for the different conversations
that will be used for the tests. As desired, the ‘Log dense’ and ‘Log sparse’
conversations differ significantly from each other meaning that a wide scope
is covered.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of number of characters per message in the four
test cases.

Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of message lengths for the four con-
versations. On the y-axis is the cumulative distribution function and on
the x-axis is the number of characters in a message. All the conversations
except the short conversation one are not far from each other in similarity
regarding message length. The Log sparse contains slightly longer messages
than Log dense which is understandable due to it having larger time gaps
between the messages. The leftmost curve is the short conversation and it
is intentionally assembled from very small messages. This was used for the
previous tests and is kept here also. A high percentage of smaller messages
can be seen for the generated conversation. It is expected that it has a large
portion of small messages because of its 30 second restriction for the pre-
ceding time gap when picking messages randomly from the Whatsapp logs;
Messages written in a short amount of time tend to be shorter. The four test
cases cover a good message size range which will give valuable information
during the actual tests.

5.1.3 Measurement setup

The tests were performed stationary in the Real Time Systems lab using
the Telia Sonera 3G network. A test case is a conversation together with
specific application settings.
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For this test phase, 3 repetitions of each unique test is run. If big variety
in the results is present, 2 more repetitions are run. The 4 different test
conversations explained in section 5.1.2 are used.

For the notify feature, 3 different notify timers are tested: 3, 5 and 10
seconds. For the bundle technique, 4 different bundle timers are tested: 1,
3, 5 and 7 seconds. Below is a table showing the different configurations
that will be tested for each of the 4 conversations.

Feature: Notify Bundle base
Timer values (s): 3, 5, 10 1, 3, 5, 7 -
Timstamp technique: Exact Reactive both

Now, to show the test procedure, here is an ordered list of how tests were
performed.

1. Open the implemented application

2. In the settings screen, tune the settings for the particular test

3. Then, connect both handsets to the MQTT server

4. Start the Shark application

5. Enter the implemented application, press ‘Load trace’ in the IM ap-
plication

6. Start the automated test

The typing speed used by the automation was 287 ms delay per charac-
ter. For the test cases using the Short conversation though, 840 ms delay
was used. This better reflects the typing speed of the author when testing
the popular IM applications. This is desirable because the developed An-
droid application is briefly compared to the previously tested popular IM
applications by using the Short conversation.

EnergyBox is used again and the parameters are exactly the same as the
ones presented in chapter and section 3.1.4.

5.2 Comparison with existing IM applications

A qualitative comparison with the popular IM applications previous tested,
is performed. This is to obtain a better understanding of the base energy
consumption of the developed application. The application is very primitive
providing only the most basic functionality. Therefore, it is expected to have
a low energy consumption.
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Figure 5.6: Base implementation (with standard deviation) compared to pre-
viously measured applicaitons using the Short conversation testcase. Nor-
malised to base case (22.56 J).

In figure 5.6 the base implementation of the Android application is com-
pared to the IM applications tested in section 3.1.2. The base implementa-
tion is merely a primitive chat application just capable of performing basic
one-to-one chat functionality. While not showing a perfect example of a
complete instant messaging application it does provide a baseline for the
energy consumption. In relation to the base implementation, Google Talk is
not very far from it. Talk consumed 40 % more energy but it is important
to consider that it is a fully functional application with different features
and a different protocol that may impact the packet trace.

Because the applications are black boxes, meaning that it is hard to know
exactly what they are sending and with which protocols they are working,
no conclusions can be drawn from these results. But what can be gathered
from this figure is how much headroom there for implementing extra features
before the base implementation reaches the energy consumption of the other
applications. The high energy consumption of Kik, Messenger and Skype
seems unjustified.
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5.3 Energy cost of notify

The energy consumption of the notify feature is tested. Each test case is
run 3 times; if large variance show then 2 extra runs are performed.

In this section, the results for the four different test conversations will be
discussed one by one. Each test conversation is tested with the notify timers
3, 5 and 10 seconds. Each graph shows normalised energy consumption. It
is normalised to the energy consumption of the base test case, i.e., when the
notify feature is off. The base test case is denoted as ‘None’ on the graphs.
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Figure 5.7: Mean energy consumption in joules normalised to base case
(39.05 J), for different notify timers. ‘None’ means that the notify function
is off.

Figure 5.7 shows the ‘Log dense’ test case consisting of a fragment
from the Whatsapp logs that were analysed. The ’None’ bar represents the
base implementation with the notify functionality disabled. The notification
feature takes a big toll on energy consumption and with 60% more energy
consumed for this particular test case, the notify feature has to be regarded
as an expensive one. The feature, as explained in the previous chapter, will
send packets whenever the user is typing. Thereby keeping the 3G interface
in a highly active state nearly constantly for the duration of the test. That is
exactly what is happening and it will have an effect on the handset’s battery
time.
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The similarity of the energy consumption for the different notify timers
is significant. Even though a longer notify timer implies sending fewer notify
packets, the energy consumption here stays about the same. This can be
explained by the fact that once the handset enters an active 3G state such
as FACH, sending more data does not actually cause a markedly higher
energy consumption. The majority of the energy is consumed by the power
baseline of the 3G states. However, if big amounts of data are transferred,
the handset can enter DCH, but this does not happen in this test.

The results shows that for this test case, it is possible to have the good
user experience of the 3 second notify timer, without consuming more energy
than with the 10 second notify timer.
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Figure 5.8: Mean energy consumption in joules normalised to base case
(32.87 J), for different notify timers. ‘None’ means that the notify function
is off.

In figure 5.8 the energy consumption difference from not using the notify
feature to using a notify timer of 3 seconds is bigger here than in the ’Log
Dense’ test case. This is because when having sparse messages the gaps
in time between the messages are more often big enough to allow the 3G
interface to enter the idle state. The messages in the ’Log sparse’ test
case are slightly longer than in ’Log dense’, which means that more notify
packets per message are sent. This implies a higher energy cost for the notify
feature. Further, a difference in this test case is that the 10 second notify
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timer actually does introduce significant energy savings. An explanation
for the similarity of notify timer 3 and 5 can be that both timer values are
below the FACH-PCH timer (T2). The T2 value is 5671 ms: before that
has expired another notify will be pending to be sent, for both the 3 and
5 second notify timers. But for the 10 second notify timer, the T2 can
expire before another notify packet is to be sent, and return to idle mode in
between.

The results of log sparse show that there is an opportunity to trade some
user experience for a reduction in energy. However, the cost of notify is still
at least 64% for log sparse.
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Figure 5.9: Mean energy consumption in joules normalised to base case
(42.37 J), for different notify timers. ‘None’ means that the notify function
is off.

The Generated test case in Figure 5.9 is a fast moving one with many
small messages. As in the previous case, the trend with approximately the
same energy consumption for notify timers 3 and 5 continues here. The
same logic applies here: a 5 second notify timer is still short enough to keep
the handset in an active 3G state. Again, the 10 second notify timer allows
the handset to enter the idle state from time to time effectively saving some
energy.
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Figure 5.10: Mean energy consumption in joules normalised to base case
(22.56 J), for different notify timers. ‘None’ means that the notify function
is off.

Figure 5.10 shows the same pattern as seen in the previous notify test
cases. The short conversation test case is very sparse and in that regard
similar to the ’Log sparse’ test case. The main difference is that the short
conversation test case has very short messages. Therefore the number of
notify messages is lower than in the ’Log sparse’ test case. This mitigates
the energy consumption penalty of the notify feature.

To sum up, the notify feature has a high energy cost, which is between
43 and 117% more than not using it. This is highly dependent on the
message pattern and the notify timer. A longer timer avoids excessive usage
of the 3G interface and can save some energy, however, the notify feature
still consumes a great amount of energy. An explanation for the similarity
in energy consumption between short timers can be: The handset can not
descend from FACH because the FACH-PCH (T2) timer does not have time
to expire between notify packets.

5.4 Bundle technique

It is important to quantify the energy consumption of the bundle technique
to see whether it is a desirable solution for IM applications. In section 5.4.1
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the test results are presented, showing the energy savings of the bundle tech-
nique. Section 5.4.2 discusses the main drawback of the bundle technique:
the message delivery delay. It is important to also consider the drawbacks
of the technique.

5.4.1 Energy savings

The energy consumption of the bundle technique is tested. Each test case
is run 3 times; if large variance show then 2 extra runs are performed.

In this section, the results for the four different test conversations will be
discussed one by one. Each test conversation is tested with the bundle timers
1, 3, 5 and 7 seconds. Each graph shows normalised energy consumption.
It is normalised to the energy consumption of the base test case i.e. when
the bundle technique is not used. The base test case is denoted as ‘None’
on the graphs.
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Figure 5.11: Mean energy consumption in joules normalised to base case
(41.62 J). ‘None’ means that the bundle technique is not used.

Figure 5.11 shows the ’Log dense’ test case with different bundle timers.
Not surprisingly, a significant improvement in energy consumption can be
seen. The energy consumption savings range from 29 to 46%. Whenever a
saving in energy consumption occurs, it means that the algorithm performed
a bundle of different messages. The results for the 5 and 7 second bundle
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timers are close to each other which implies that no additional messages
could be put in a bundle when using the 7 second timer. The 7 second timer
therefore renders itself without benefits compared to the 5 second timer
although still suffering from increased delays.

There are two unwanted traffic effects that can be found in the traces.
TCP retransmissions occur sometimes, but this do not increase the energy
consumption since they are performed only a few milliseconds after the
original transmission. However, the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
impacts the energy consumption since it consistently occurs 5 seconds after
a previous TCP packet. ARP is a network protocol used to pair MAC-
addresses with IP-addresses. Inspecting the test runs for the 7 second timer,
the number of ARP packets range from 2 to 8. The varying number of ARP
packets explains the standard deviation shown in the figure. ARP seems to
have an impact on the 3G energy consumption of the handset.

Even the 1 second timer yields great energy savings. The reason that
such a short timer can hold such great benefits is that this particular test
case contains several messages from the same user, in a row. Furthermore,
these messages are often close to each other in time. This allows the bundle
algorithm to put not only two but several messages in a bundle.
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Figure 5.12: Mean energy consumption in joules normalised to base case
(32.36 J). ‘None’ means that the bundle technique is not used.

The results shown for Log sparse (Figure 5.12) are different from those of
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log dense. This is expected since the conversations were chosen to contrast
each other. The bundle technique with the 1 second timer comes with a
energy usage drop of over 15 %. This signals that the bundle algorithm suc-
cessfully found at least two messages to place together in a bundle. However,
with the other timer values (3, 5, 7) no conclusive additional improvement is
present. This can be explained by looking at the message transmission pat-
tern of the Log sparse test case. Messages are sent with long inter-message
intervals, which is detrimental to the bundle effect. Because of the messages
being so far apart in time, the bundle timers tested are too short to include
two greatly separated messages in the same bundle. Also present is a bigger
standard deviation as shown in the figure. Looking at the packet traces of
the tests, it is apparent that the number of ARP packets transferred vary
between test runs. It explains the standard deviation in the test.
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Figure 5.13: Mean energy consumption in joules normalised to base case
(41.61 J). ‘None’ means that the bundle technique is not used.

In figure 5.13, with the ’Generated’ test case, over 45% in energy savings
is achieved when using the 7 second timer. Such great energy consumption
reduction means that several messages were aggregated in a bundle. The
results illustrate an impressive example of when the bundle technique pro-
vides great benefits, at least in regards to energy savings. Although, with
a long timer as 7 seconds, a high intensity conversation as this ’Generated’
test case will suffer major delays. In the figure, the 5 second timer shows
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a higher energy consumption but also a higher standard deviation. When
examining the packet traces, the number of ARP packets was found to vary,
it explains the standard deviation.
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Figure 5.14: Mean energy consumption in joules normalised to base case
(22.13 J). ‘None’ means that the bundle technique is not used.

Finally, the worst case (in terms of energy savings) of the bundle tech-
nique is shown in figure 5.14. The short conversation test case is very sparse
and contains very short messages. The slightly higher value for the 7 second
timer can be explained from two additional ARP packets. Since the bundle
technique relies upon the user starting to write closely after pushing to send
their message, short and sparse messages reduce the chance of them being a
subject for a bundle. A key for this test case is that the same user is seldom
writing something two times in a row without the receiving user writing
something in between. A user has to write two or more messages in a row
for the bundle algorithm to consider them for being put in a bundle. It does
not work when the user waits for the other user to respond in between every
message. But e.g. in the Whatsapp data set, approximately 56 % of the
messages is a user typing two times in a row.

To sum up the bundle energy consumption results, the bundle technique
shows big opportunities in energy savings. For these test cases the benefit
ranges from no energy savings to 47% less energy used. This is highly
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dependent on the message pattern and the bundle timer. A longer timer has
the potential of putting more messages in the same bundle. In section 4.3
three points were made for the advantage of the bundle technique. The point
about frequency of 3G transmission was the main focus. The point’s validity
is confirmed by the significantly lower energy consumption that was present
in these tests. The point of less overhead for TCP/IP is also confirmed:
If messages are bundled, the number of packets decrease; that means less
overhead by TCP/IP. E.g comparing the number of packets transferred in
the generated conversation: For no bundle technique there was 40 TCP
packets; but with a 7 second bundle timer there was 16 TCP packets. This
confirms less overhead from TCP/IP headers.

5.4.2 Delays

Although the bundle technique appears very desirable when considering the
savings in energy consumption that can be achieved, it is important to
acknowledge its negative impact as well. The bundle technique relies on
keeping messages from being sent effectively delaying each message by a
minimum of the bundle timer value. This delay becomes greater when the
user continues writing messages. In the tests performed the bundle timers
tested were 1, 3, 5 and 7 and so were then the minimum delays. These delays
can be acceptable, especially in a slow moving conversation. However, the
current implementation can create great maximum delays due to holding
messages back for extended periods of time. This is because the timer is
restarted every time the user writes a character. But the implementation
of the bundle technique is this thesis is simple with the purpose of testing
the potential benefits in energy savings. A more advanced and improved
algorithm could very well be devised to mitigate potential issues with the
technique while still retaining great energy savings.
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Showing bundles with 5 second bundle timer

Figure 5.15: Conversation messages over time with rectangles denoting bun-
dles. A 5 second bundle timer is used.

Figure 5.15 shows which messages that are put in a bundle when using
the 5 second bundle timer. The messages enclosed by a rectangle are sent
in a bundle together. This illustrates how the first message in a bundle can
be delayed for a long time before finally being sent over the network. The
message is delayed until the last message in the bundle is complete and the
bundle timer runs out. The first message in the Log dense conversation is
here delayed by 38 seconds. In contrast to the first message, the last message
in a bundle is always delayed only by the bundle timer. Messages not in a
bundle are also delayed only by the bundle timer, which is 5 seconds here.
The delay of a message is correlated to its position in a bundle. Because
of this, the delay of messages can vary greatly depending on the bundle
behaviour and the user’s messaging pattern.
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Figure 5.16: Average delay per message when using different bundle timers.

Figure 5.16 shows how the average delay for two different test cases varies
between the different bundle timers. The delay is calculated by taking the
difference between two timestamps: One when the ‘Send’ button is pressed,
and one when the message is actually sent over the network (i.e. when the
bundle queue is flushed). The data from one single test run is used. The
reference line illustrates the best case average delay for a particular bundle
timer, which is the same as the bundle timer value. The reference line shows
the minimum delay. It can only be achieved by not having any messages
close enough to each other in time for them to be considered for a bundle. It
is important to note that the variation of delay between individual messages
can be very large and that the average delay does not depict this.

For the ’Log sparse’ test case the delay starts at just over 2 seconds for
the 1 second bundle timer. That means that there are at least two messages
that get sent in a bundle together, causing the average delay to be higher
than the reference line. Between bundle timer 1 and 3 it is apparent that the
curve diverges from the reference line, meaning that additional messages are
sent in bundle therefore increasing the delay. Between bundle timer 3 and
7 there was no divergence from the reference line for ’Log sparse’ indicating
that the increased bundle timer did not lead to more messages being sent
in bundles. Therefore timers 5 and 7 provide no benefit in energy savings
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(Figure 5.12) while still being subject to the delay penalty.
’Log dense’ has a steep increase between 3 and 5 but gets no benefit

from the 7 second timer. Here it is evident that ’Log dense’ suffers from
very long delays, even at the 1 second timer. This is an effect of several
messages getting sent in a big bundle therefore imposing a long delay on
especially the first message in that bundle.

To sum up, this section about the bundle technique has showed both
strong advantages in terms of energy savings, and significant weaknesses in
terms of delay. There is a clear trade-off here. Even short bundle timers can
suffer from large delays due to how the algorithm works: the timers refresh
when the user is writing. For an IM conversation between two users to stay
interactive and fast, the longer bundle timers are not applicable. E.g. a 7
second minimum delay is a lot if both users are actively chatting with each
other. A drawback of the delays is that they are not easily predictable to
the user, in the current implementation. Despite the 47% saving illustrated
by one case, the delay analysis tells us that the useful implementation of a
bundling mechanism needs to be subject for further work.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future
work

We have seen the great variety in energy consumption in today’s most pop-
ular Android IM applications. The work has shown that commonly used
applications can consume very different amounts of energy, which in our
particular case was 150 % more energy from the least to the most consum-
ing application. It signals that there is a big room for improvement for the
majority of the applications. There is a trade-off between features and being
conservative with energy.

The notify feature is very common today and it is worrying to see it
display such a high energy cost. The energy consumption of notify was
significant for all test cases. The extra energy cost of using notify ranged
from 43 to 117 %. Long messages that take a long time to type implies
a higher energy cost of notify. Because with a long message, more notify
packets will be sent. A sparse message pattern also imply a higher energy
cost, it is a great chance that the notify packets forces the 3G wireless
interface to transfer from PCH. It is interesting to note that in some cases
a longer notify timer does not decrease the energy consumption. In these
cases a shorter timer can be chosen to provide a better user experience.
But overall, the feature comes with a big energy consumption. The notify
function is clearly a sacrifice of energy that most IM applications are willing
to make today.

For the bundle feature, we saw big variation depending on the testcase
and its message pattern. Therefore, and adaptive bundle algorithm becomes
interesting to research. For the test cases with a high rate of messages the
technique showed a vast improvement in energy consumption. Particularly
with the 7 second timer we could see savings of over 40 %. Even though the
bundle technique comes with increased delays, its extraordinary potential
to save large amounts of energy makes it a compelling technique to research
further.

47
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For future work, it would be interesting to have the bundle technique
adapt dynamically. That is, utilising the technique for example when the
receiving user is offline or away and the delay can be tolerated. And then
turning it off completely whenever two users engage in a high intensity
conversation that puts high requirements on responsiveness and real time
communication. This would also allow for the notify feature functioning
well when it is the most appreciated: in high intensity conversations. To
take the dynamically activated bundle technique a step further would be to
flush the bundle queue whenever the user switches out from the application.
Also, it would be very useful to have it automatically activated when the
handset battery level is very low.

To balance the delay problem, a maximum delay could be employed: if a
message sits in the bundle message queue for too long the queue is flushed.
If the maximum delay is reached, it is a good chance that the user is typing;
that means that it is a high chance of another message to be completed very
soon. Therefore, to flush the queue (due to the maximum delay) at that
point may still allow the message being written to be transferred shortly
after the queue, reducing the overhead due to inactivity timers.

Aside from the bundle feature, it would be interesting to make a com-
parison between the energy consumption of SMS and IM applications on 3G
and 4G. This would serve to get a better understanding of efficient solutions
in low battery conditions. For example, an application that provides a sub-
stitute to SMS, but has the capability of sending SMS messages, could be
tuned to always choose SMS when the battery level is critically low. That is
if SMS is shown to be more energy efficient. Alternatively, when the battery
level is low, the notify feature could be turned off.

With the focus on one-to-one text chat in this thesis, it would be nice to
expand to group chats and media sharing. With their increasing popularity,
further research would be most relevant.

For future work, the energy consumption impact of the ARP protocol
would be good to look into further, and perhaps see how different 3G net-
works behave in this regard.
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Appendix A

IM applications 3G states

The following figure shows the RRC states over time for the short conversa-
tion test performed in chapter and section 3.1.1. The dot markings indicate
packets sent/received except at the point of 3G state changes where they
are just points.
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Appendix B

Test results

This appendix contains the test results for both the developed Android
application and the existing popular IM applications.
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54 APPENDIX B. TEST RESULTS

B.1 Test of Android implementation

Test case joules std.deviation
logdense-10notify-timed 64.19 0.721
logdense-1bundle-reactive 29.48 0.894
logdense-3bundle-reactive 28.13 0.993
logdense-3notify-timed 63.47 0.076
logdense-5bundle-reactive 22.58 1.028
logdense-5notify-timed 63.96 0.752
logdense-7bundle-reactive 23.44 1.602
logdense-no-extra-reactive 41.62 0.115
logdense-no-extra-timed 39.05 1.445
logsparse-10notify-timed 56.47 0.605
logsparse-1bundle-reactive 26.59 0.023
logsparse-3bundle-reactive 26.12 2.512
logsparse-3notify-timed 70.27 0.226
logsparse-5bundle-reactive 26.09 1.527
logsparse-5notify-timed 71.44 0.93
logsparse-7bundle-reactive 27.12 1.811
logsparse-no-extra-reactive 32.36 1.772
logsparse-no-extra-timed 32.87 1.771
generated-10notify-timed 60.51 0.708
generated-1bundle-reactive 31.13 0.034
generated-3bundle-reactive 26.99 0.043
generated-3notify-timed 72.79 1.022
generated-5bundle-reactive 28.35 0.902
generated-5notify-timed 71.74 0.238
generated-7bundle-reactive 21.93 0.092
generated-no-extra-reactive 41.61 1.197
generated-no-extra-timed 42.37 1.609
shortconv-10notify-timed 34.88 0.287
shortconv-1bundle-reactive 22.19 0.038
shortconv-3bundle-reactive 22.21 0.072
shortconv-3notify-timed 41.02 0.828
shortconv-5bundle-reactive 22.16 0.05
shortconv-5notify-timed 41.13 0.956
shortconv-7bundle-reactive 22.88 1.039
shortconv-no-extra-reactive 22.13 0.063
shortconv-noextra-timed 22.56 0.813

B.2 Test of popular IM applications

The test is for the conversation ‘Short conversation’. The ‘Base implemen-
tation’ is added as a comparison. It corresponds to ‘shortconv-base-timed’
from the previous section.
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Test case joules std.deviation
Base impl. 22.56 0.813
Kik 80.12 2.979
Messenger 80.7 1.894
Skype 72.24 1.82
Talk 31.83 3.284
Viber 43.45 3.183
Whatsapp 48.42 1.553
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Appendix C

Software used

EnergyBox
EnergyBox is a simulator tool that calculates the energy usage of the
3G-interface in a handset, using network packet traces captured with
for example Shark. The input file format is pcap.

Matlab
Used for producing charts.

Excel
Used for producing charts.

Matplotlib
Python library, used for producing charts.

Shark
Shark is an Android application for capturing network packets. Data
is stored in pcap files compatible with Wireshark.

Netstat
Netstat is an Android application which lets you observe current net-
work connections.

DroidWall
This Android application is a frontend for the firewall Iptables. It lets
you allow/disallow network communication for each application.
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